•1.
(ii) Under some identification of D2•~T2 with S1•~(S1•~D2), 2 is homo topic to S1•~{*}. A meridian (resp. longitude) circle of S1•~D2 is l (resp. r) and 5'X{*}(*Ea(S'XD2)) is s. Figure  2 -b shows
, which is diffeomorphic to S1•~(S1•~D2-Int(N({*}))). 
(c) D1 and D2 meet transversely.
Then,
PROOF. We choose the framing cp of N({*}xS1)CL(n,-1)xS1 as follows. This map is orientation reversing. Orient Xa/;r'a=UU V so that the inclusion map is orientation preserving. CLAIM. Xa,r is a twin. PROOF. U-(U1+U2) and V-(V1+V2) are 4-balls, and for i=1,2, the closure of ~b~2r9,,(UJ=V, is a round 1-handle. We know that X1,,cC (see Lemma 2.3).
We examine the intersection form on H,(X1 ,,;~,1,,;Z). The pair of the elements x1, x2 where xi=[{u2=o}U{v2=o}] (i=1,2) is a basis of H2(Xp;r,,;Z).
Let s1 be a positive real number which satisfies ~i< and 1<~. (mod 2))
(ii) Conversely, the manifolds above admit such GTF structures. More precisely, the following holds. We restrict our consideration to the case that all the singular fibers are simple. Then,
admits the GTF structure over S2 with two twin singular fibers with multi plicity b1, c1 and b2, c2 if and only if b1, c1, b2, c2 are positive integers satisfying gcd (b1, c1)=gcd (b2, c2)=1 and (b1+c1, b2+c2) is 
as Tw1 UhTw2 such that Ah is equal to Fig. 4 (a), (a') (b) (c) Put S2=D2+UD2-, where D2+ and D2-are 2-disks, and D2+(1D2-=aD2+=aD2-. We construct a GTF f: Tw1 U h Tw2S2 as follows. First, define a GTF f': Tw2D2-with only one twin singular fiber that (f'|a)*: H1(a(Tw2); Z) H1(aD2-; Z) maps l2, r2, s2 to b'2r-c'2r-respectively where a'2, b'2, c'2 are as indicated in the 
